CAPA-MC iTeach
CLUB
● Founded 2018, with the purpose to serve Asian seniors by
providing IT help and English classes
● Due to Covid-19, English classes were moved online and the club
expanded to 38 members in a total of 8 teams
● Each English lesson is customized to meet the seniors’ needs and
interests
● Every week there are 14 English classes provided to 120+ local
and out-of-state seniors
● Currently accumulated 2500+ volunteer hours
● We hope that we were able to break the barrier of the pandemic
and give back to the senior community through services that
iTeach specializes in.
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Eco SWIFT

● Raise environmental awareness throughout the community online in many
ways, such as initiating seminars, competitions, and information sessions
● Actively participate in helping our community by hosting cleanup events to
clean our environment while also encouraging others to become volunteers and
handing out SSL hours to incentivize environmental activities.
● Collaborate with other organizations that have similar goals in order to have a
greater impact on our community (e.g. Victim’s Rights, MOCO Parks) by
diversifying and increasing our audience and sharing resources all while
increasing volunteering efficiency.
● In almost every event, we’ve involved our community, especially the children,
as was the case when our junior participants helped us distribute light bulbs
to many different neighborhoods.
● In the future, we are planning to do more active approaches, since many
in-person plans were halted due to the pandemic, and continuing to host
seminars online for children who can’t make it onsite.
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Young Artists
Music Society

●
●
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YAMS is a student-led nonprofit founded in 2019 by Lucy Chen. Our mission is to
spread love in the form of music to everyone- youth to elderly- in our community!
During the pandemic, we connected our community through virtual concerts,
music lessons, and group ensemble projects. We also supported essential
workers with our music during this difficult time.
We’re currently hosting live concerts at multiple senior centers around
Montgomery County, as well as our virtual 1-on-1 tutoring program for student
musicians.
In the future, we hope to expand our services to include musical therapy for
seniors and other people with special needs, as well as play music for children’s
hospitals while following COVID guidelines. We’ll also continue to fundraise for
musical education across Montgomery County.
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